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We report direct measurement of population dynamics in the excited state manifold of a nitrogen-
vacancy (NV) center in diamond. We quantify the phonon-induced mixing rate and demonstrate that it can
be completely suppressed at low temperatures. Further, we measure the intersystem crossing (ISC) rate for
different excited states and develop a theoretical model that unifies the phonon-induced mixing and ISC
mechanisms. We find that our model is in excellent agreement with experiment and that it can be used
to predict unknown elements of the NV center’s electronic structure. We discuss the model’s implications
for enhancing the NV center’s performance as a room-temperature sensor.
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The nitrogen-vacancy (NV) center in diamond has
emerged as a versatile atomlike system, finding diverse
applications in metrology and quantum information
science at both ambient and cryogenic temperatures.
At room temperature, the NV center has broad appeal
as a sensor—e.g., for nanoscale, biocompatible thermom-
etry [1], magnetometry [2], pressure sensing [3], and
electric field sensing [4]. NV centers also have the
potential to serve as quantum registers featuring high-
fidelity quantum gates [5] and second-long coherence
times [6]. All of these applications depend critically on a
spin-dependent nonradiative transition into a metastable
state, the so-called intersystem crossing (ISC), which
enables nonresonant optical initialization and readout
of the electronic spin state. Despite theoretical [7] and
experimental [7–10] efforts, a detailed understanding of
the microscopic ISC mechanism has remained an open
question. Such an understanding may enable efforts to
enhance the NV center’s optical initialization and readout
fidelities, or to identify or engineer similar mechanisms
in other solid-state defects.
In this Letter, we use resonant optical manipulation of

an NV center at cryogenic temperatures to probe the NV
center’s interaction with phonons in the diamond lattice.
The NV center has a spin-triplet, orbital-singlet ground
state (3A2) that is coupled optically to a spin-triplet, orbital-
doublet excited state (3E), as shown in Fig. 1(a). We
investigate the ISC from the 3E manifold to the inter-
mediate spin-singlet states (j1A1i, j1E1;2i) and phonon-
mediated population transfer within the 3E manifold. We
first measure phonon-induced population transfer between
jExi and jEyi, using the effectively closed three-level
system shown in Fig. 1(b), to characterize phononic

coupling to the orbital electronic state. We build on
previous such measurements [11,12], in which population
transfer was not shown to be completely suppressed, by
adopting techniques that enable highly coherent excitation
of the NV center’s optical transitions [13,14].
We next measure the fluorescence lifetimes of jA1i, jA2i,

and jE1;2i and find that the ISC rates from these states differ
sharply. Based on these experimental observations, we
develop a model of the ISC mechanism that combines spin-
orbit coupling, phonon-induced electronic state transitions,
and phonon-mediated lattice relaxation. Using our mea-
sured phonon-induced mixing rate as an input, we find
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FIG. 1 (color). The level structure of the NV center. (a) A
schematic illustration of the NV center’s level structure. The
intersystem crossing (ISC) process is responsible for shelving
into j1E1;2i via the short-lived j1A1i and for pumping into j0i.
(b) The three-level system of spin-triplet, ms ¼ 0 states used
to model phonon-induced mixing and dephasing within the 3E
manifold. (c) The states, Hamiltonian matrix elements (λE1;2

, λ⊥),
and energy scales (Δ, Δ0) involved in the triplet-singlet ISC.
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excellent quantitative agreement between our model, our
experimental results, and previous observations [7–10].
In our experiment, we use a 1.0 mm diameter solid-

immersion lens (SIL) that is fabricated from bulk electronic
grade CVD diamond and cut along the (100) crystal plane
[15]. The SIL is mounted in a continuous flow helium
cryostat that allows us to vary the temperature from 4.8 K to
room temperature. We use a laser at 532 nm for nonreso-
nant initialization of the NV center’s charge and spin states,
and two tunable external-cavity diode lasers gated by
electro-optical amplitude modulators to apply independent
resonant pulses at 637 nm. Using photoluminescence
excitation (PLE) spectroscopy, we resolve five of the six
dipole-allowed 3A2 → 3E transitions; at zero applied mag-
netic field and low strain, jE1i and jE2i are too close in
energy for their transitions from j�1i to be resolved.
To measure the mixing rate between jExi and jEyi, we

measure both the decay rate out of one of the states and the
rate of population transfer between the two states. First, we
measure the decay rate out of jExi by measuring the time
scale τRabi on which optical Rabi oscillations between j0i
and jExi decohere. We apply resonant 60 ns pulses and
record the arrival times of the resulting phonon sideband
(PSB) photons, as the rate of spontaneous emission into the
PSB is instantaneously proportional to the population in
jExi and jEyi [13,16].
For each data set, we fit τRabi from the oscillation decay

and extract ΓRad ¼ 1=τRad from the pulse’s falling edge,
where τRad is the radiative lifetime of jExi. From these two
values, we extract

ΓAdd ¼ ΓMix þ ΓT2
¼ 2

�
1=τRabi −

3

4
ΓRad

�
; ð1Þ

the additional decoherence rate of the Rabi oscillations due
to processes other than optical decay to j0i [16,21]. ΓMix
and ΓT2

are the phonon-induced mixing and dephasing
rates, respectively. Typical Rabi oscillations and the derived
values of ΓAdd are shown in Fig. 2(a). The T5 scaling of
ΓAdd indicates that the additional Rabi decoherence is
due primarily to mixing between jExi and jEyi mediated
by two E-symmetric phonons [11,22]. We infer ΓAdd=2π ¼
−0.34� 1.87 MHz at 5.8 K (95% confidence interval),
indicating that phonon-induced mixing is frozen out at
low temperature. There also exists a one-phonon emission
process whose contribution to the mixing rate scales as
Δ2

xyT [22]. This contribution is negligible in our experiment
because of the small density of states for phonons of
frequency Δxy ¼ 3.9 GHz [23].
We also measure population transfer between jExi and

jEyi directly by measuring the depolarization of the emitted
zero-phonon line (ZPL) fluorescence. ZPL photons emitted
by decay from the jExi and jEyi states have orthogonal
linear polarizations (labeled x and y). At 5 and 20 K, we
resonantly excite the NV center to jExi and collect fluo-
rescence of x and y polarizations, as shown in Fig. 2(b). At

both temperatures, the emission is x polarized for small
delays, indicating initial decay primarily from jExi. The
emission remains x polarized at 5 K, whereas we observe
that emission becomes depolarized at 20 K. Since emis-
sion polarization is directly related to the excited state
population, this is a direct observation of population
transfer between jExi and jEyi. We compare the observed
population transfer to simulations of rate equations based
on the three-level system depicted in Fig. 1(b) [16]. Using
the values of ΓAdd given by the fit in Fig. 2(a), and using
our polarization selectivity and the starting time of the
mixing and radiative decay dynamics relative to the
excitation pulse as fit parameters, we find good agree-
ment between the observed and simulated fluorescence
depolarization [16].
We now turn from the 3E states with ms ¼ 0 (jExi and

jEyi) to the states with jmsj ¼ 1 (jA1i, jA2i, and jE1;2i).
Although the radiative decay rate ΓRad is the same for all
3E → 3A2 transitions [8,9], one expects from symmetry
arguments that jA1i, jA2i, and jE1;2i should exhibit differ-
ent ISC rates into the spin-singlet states [24]. We can
therefore probe population dynamics among these states by
exciting the NV center into one state and measuring the
decay time of the resulting PSB fluorescence as a function
of temperature. A representative measurement is shown in
the inset to Fig. 3. From the fluorescence decay time τi

FIG. 2 (color). Phonon-induced mixing between the jExi and
jEyi electronic orbital states. (a) The measured ΓAdd ¼ ΓMix þ
ΓT2

as a function of temperature, with a fit to ΓAdd ∝ T5 [16]. The
shaded region is the 95% confidence interval and the inset shows
Rabi oscillations on the j0i → jExi transition measured at three
temperatures, offset for clarity. (b) Background-subtracted fluo-
rescence of x (red) or y (blue) polarization collected after resonant
excitation to jExi. Data were taken at T ¼ 5.0 K (solid lines)
and T ¼ 20 K (dashed lines). The fits are simulations to the
three-level system depicted in Fig. 1(b) [16].
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measured after excitation into the ith state, we can
calculate the associated ISC rate

Γi ¼ 1=τi − ΓRad: ð2Þ
Because the ISC rates from jExi and jEyi are negligible
(ΓEx

=2π ≤ 0.62� 0.21 MHz [16]) compared to the ISC
rates from jA1i, jA2i, and jE1;2i, we set ΓRad=2π ¼
1=2πτ̄Ex

¼ 13.2� 0.5 MHz, where τ̄Ex
is the average

lifetime of jExi extracted from our Rabi decoherence data.
The derived values of Γi are shown in Fig. 3.
We observe that the jA1i, jA2i, and jE1;2i ISC rates are

significantly different at low temperatures, but converge
around T ≳ 22 K. The same two-phonon process that
redistributes population among jExi and jEyi also does
so among jA1i and jA2i. As a result, the observed temper-
ature-dependent ISC rates ( ~ΓA1

and ~ΓA2
) converge to an

average of the two unmixed states’ rates (ΓA1
and ΓA2

) as
the temperature increases. We fit ~ΓA1

and ~ΓA2
, assuming

ΓA2
¼ 0 and a temperature-dependent jA1i − jA2i mixing

rate equal to the measured jExi − jEyi rate [16]. We find
excellent agreement using only ΓA1

as a free parameter,
confirming that the same phonon-induced mixing process
is evident in both Figs. 2 and 3. The state lifetimes we
observe at T ≥ 22 K are consistent with those of the
ms ¼ 0 and jmsj ¼ 1 states at room temperature [see
Fig. 4(c)], indicating that we have measured the onset
of the orbital averaging mechanism that enables the 3E
manifold to be treated as an effective spin-triplet, orbital-
singlet system at room temperature [25,26].
We now present a theoretical analysis of the ISC

mechanism, which is treated in greater detail in
Ref. [22]. In the NV center, an axial spin-orbit (SO)
interaction (∝ λjjlzsz) is primarily responsible for the
fine structure of the 3E manifold while a transverse SO
interaction [∝ λ⊥ðlxsx þ lysyÞ] couples states of different
spin multiplicities [27,28]. The ISC occurs in two steps [see

Fig. 1(c)]: (i) a SO-mediated transition from a state in the
3Emanifold to a resonant excited vibrational level of j1A1i,
and (ii) relaxation of the excited vibrational level to the
ground (or thermally occupied) vibrational level of j1A1i.
Because the latter occurs on the picosecond time scale [29],
the overall ISC rate is defined by the initial SO-mediated
transition.
According to Fermi’s golden rule, the SO-mediated

transition requires both SO coupling and overlap between
the initial vibrational level of 3E and the excited vibrational
level of j1A1i. Because j1A1i and the 3A2 states consist of
the same single-particle electronic orbitals, the two states
exhibit similar charge density distributions and therefore
similar vibrational potentials [30]. The vibrational overlap
between the 3E states and j1A1i is then well approximated
by that observed in the PSB of the 3E → 3A2 optical
emission spectrum. Selection rules imply that only jA1i is
SO coupled with j1A1i. Thus, SO coupling can mediate a
first-order transition from jA1i to a resonant excited vibra-
tional level of j1A1i, whereas jE1;2imust undergo a second-
order transition involving electron-phonon coupling with
jA1i [see Fig. 1(c)]. In principle, jE1;2i may undergo a
first-order transition to a highly excited vibrational level
of j1E1;2i, but we expect the rate of this transition to be
negligible because the j1A1i − j1E1;2i energy spacing
(1190 meV [31]) is large compared to the extent of the
PSB (∼500 meV [30,32]).
The ISC rate from jA1i is

ΓA1
¼ 4πℏλ2⊥

X
n

jhχ0jχ0νnij2δðνn − ΔÞ

¼ 4πℏλ2⊥FðΔÞ; ð3Þ

where λ⊥ is the transverse spin-orbit coupling rate, Δ is the
energy spacing between jA1i and j1A1i, and δ is the Dirac
delta function. jχ0i is the ground vibrational level of jA1i,
and jχ0νni are the vibrational levels of j1A1i with energies νn
above that of j1A1i. We define the vibrational overlap

function FðΔÞ ¼ jhχ0jχ0Δij2ρðΔÞ, where the average is over
all vibrational levels with energy Δ and ρðΔÞ is the
associated density of states.
At low temperature, the ISC rate from jE1;2i is

ΓE1;2
¼ 4πℏ3λ2⊥

X
n;p;k

λ2p;k
ω2
k

jhχ0jχ0νnij2δðνn þ ωk − ΔÞ

¼ 2

π
ℏηΓA1

Z
min ðΔ;ΩÞ

0

ω
FðΔ − ωÞ
FðΔÞ dω; ð4Þ

where λp;k is the phononic coupling rate for a phonon of
polarization p and wave vector k, and

JðωÞ ¼ πℏ
2

X
k

λ2E1;2;k
δðω − ωkÞ ¼ ηω3 ð5Þ

FIG. 3 (color). ISC rates from the 3E triplet excited states. The
inset shows the measured PSB fluorescence collected after
excitation to jA1i, jA2i, and jE1;2i measured at T ∼ 5 K,
normalized to a common peak height and fit to an exponential
decay curve. The blue and red bands are fits with 95% confidence
intervals to the phonon-induced mixing model described in the
text, and the purple and green lines are placed at the mean values
of the corresponding data sets.
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is the phonon spectral density in the acoustic limit [11] for
the polarization that couples jE1;2i with jA1i. We assume a
cutoff energy Ω for acoustic phonons.
Because the SO interaction is A1 symmetric [33], and can

therefore only couple states of like symmetry, jA2i is not
SO-coupled to either j1A1i or j1E1;2i [27,28]. Similar
symmetry considerations forbid single-phonon coupling
between jA2i and jA1i, so neither the first- nor second-order
processes described above can induce ISC decay from jA2i.
The lowest-order allowed mechanism would be a third-
order process involving two phonons and one SO inter-
action, but we neither expect nor observe an appreciable
ISC transition rate due to such a high-order process.
In Fig. 4(a), we plot the prediction of Eq. (3) as a function

of Δ and the value of ΓA1
=2π ¼ 16.0� 0.6 MHz extracted

from the fits shown in Fig. 3. The broad range of predicted
values of ΓA1

arises from the currently imprecise knowledge
of the transverse SO coupling rate λ⊥ [34]. The vibrational
overlap function is extracted from a previous measurement
of the 3E → 3A2 emission PSB [30]. The intersection of
the measured and predicted values of ΓA1

confines Δ to two
regions: around 43 meV and from 344 to 430 meV.
We next evaluate ΓE1;2

=ΓA1
, which depends only on

electron-phonon coupling parameters and the vibronic

overlap function, not on the SO coupling rate. We extract
η ¼ 2π × ð44.0� 2.4Þ MHzmeV−3, which parametrizes
the electron-phonon coupling strength, from the jExi− jEyi
mixing data shown in Fig. 2(a) [16]. In Fig. 4(b), we plot
the ratios predicted by Eqs. (3)–(4) [36] and extracted from
Fig. 3. We assume no acoustic cutoff energy (Ω → ∞)
in order to maximize the range of acoustic phonon modes
that contribute to ΓE1;2

, making the predicted ratio an upper
bound. Even so, we find that the predicted and measured
ratios are inconsistent for Δ < 148 meV, which uniquely
confines Δ to the region from 344 to 430 meV [37].
We scale our model up to higher temperatures [22] and

find that, for this range of Δ, its predictions are consistent
with published lifetimes of the ms ¼ 0 and jmsj ¼ 1 3E
states at temperatures between 295 and 600 K, as shown
in Fig. 4(c). An additional decay mechanism, which is not
captured by our model of ISC decay, significantly shortens
the lifetime of the ms ¼ 0 states above 600 K. This decay
mechanism is discussed further in Ref. [22].
We have elucidated, both experimentally and theoreti-

cally, the roles that electron-phonon interactions play in
NV center dynamics. Further exploration of either of the
phonon roles addressed in this Letter may yield intriguing
applications. Resonant electron-phonon coupling in the 3E
manifold could be used to optically cool a high-Q diamond
resonator [40,41] close to the vibrational ground state [42].
Such efforts would complement the growing interest in
using electron-phonon coupling in the 3A2 states to
manipulate the electron spin [43,44] or to generate spin-
squeezed states of NV ensembles [45]. Further, our under-
standing of the ISC mechanism may enable efforts to
engineer the ISC rate by, for example, applying a large
static strain to shift the energy spacings between the
spin-triplet and spin-singlet states [3]. Such an advance
would provide an across-the-board enhancement to the
spin initialization and readout techniques on which room-
temperature NV center applications depend. Finally, our
experimentally validated ISC model has confined the
unknown energy spacing between the 3E and j1A1i states
to a region that can be explored in future optical
spectroscopy.
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